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Re:View  & Top Tips for Students  
Lecture capture at the University of Bath 

What is Re:View?   

Re:View is the University of Bath’s lecture 

capture system. It is our version of a tool called 

Panopto. It allows academic staff to record 

teaching sessions to support learning. Lecture 

capture is intended to supplement learning and 

should not be considered as a replacement for 

lecture attendance.  

The system we use is normally available more 

than 99% of the time (other than for scheduled 

maintenance and upgrades). 

Some teaching sessions (e.g. labs, discussion sessions, or sessions where confidential or sensitive 

information is discussed) may be inappropriate for recording, and the judgement is given to the 

member of staff delivering the session as to whether it should be recorded or not.  

How can I make the most out of my lectures being recorded? 

Lecture capture is not designed to replace live lectures, instead it is there to supplement them. 

Attending a lecture in person is more engaging than watching a recording and allows you to take 

part in the session if there are discussions, quizzes or question and answer sessions which may be 

edited out of the final recording. 

Before the lecture 

If they are made available on Moodle, look at the lecture notes before the lecture to help you 

prepare for the concepts that will be taught. You may wish to look up anything that looks particularly 

tricky. You may wish to watch back parts of the previous session’s lecture capture to refresh your 

memory in preparation. 

Take notes 

Don’t feel like you need to write down everything that a lecturer says as you may end up without a 

good understanding of the overall session. Instead, summarise what the lecturer is saying in your 

notes and use the lecture capture to revisit them afterwards. Perhaps highlight parts that you don’t 

understand so that you know which sections of the recording to refer back to when you do revisit 

them. You may wish to explore methods of taking notes such as the Cornell method. 

It is easy to add notes straight to Re:View whilst you are in the lecture, as well as afterwards. You 

may also find it useful to add bookmarks to highlight important sections which you want to come 

back to later.  

http://bath.ac.uk/
https://www.timeatlas.com/cornell-note-template/
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Key points 

Instead of watching the whole lecture back, concentrate on watching key points that you may have 

missed or not understood within a couple of days. Use the pause, rewind and fast forward functions 

to do this. Pausing the recording gives you an opportunity to add to your notes. 

Missed the live lecture 

You may need to watch the entire lecture because you could not attend for a valid reason. In this 

case, watch it back in its entirety taking notes as you would if you had attended. After a break, or 

the next day, revisit the recording again to recap key points or sections that you didn’t understand. It 

is important that you do not leave this too long as the lecture will be part of a sequence and gaps 

may lead to misunderstandings during the course. 

Distractions 

Create a distraction-free zone when watching the lecture recording. Don’t multi-task by having 

another window open on your browser or using another device such as your phone.  

Revision 

Lecture recordings can help you prepare for exams but are best viewed in small chunks from time-

to-time – do not be tempted to binge watch them during revision periods. Spread out your viewing to 

help with your learning. This can help create a structure to your revision. 

Follow up 

If after viewing the lecture capture there are still things that you don’t understand, or if you have any 

questions about the content, don’t be afraid to follow them up with your lecturer. It may be that you 

create a discussion post in your Moodle course – it is likely that other students may be thinking the 

same thing and it could create an interesting discussion within the cohort. 

Wider reading 

Make sure that wider reading is an essential part of any University course. Do not solely rely on 

watching back lectures for your learning. Instead, use the key points to guide your wider reading 

and make connections with other literature. 

Socialise 

Aside from the academic learning that takes place, lectures are a great chance to socialise with 

your peers. Don’t isolate yourself by staying at home – use the lecture as an opportunity to engage 

with and get to know others on your course. 

 


